James Allison of the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center and Tasuko Honjo of Kyoto University were jointly awarded the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their pioneering discoveries that led to the development of immune checkpoint inhibitors, a class of drugs that have transformed the standard of care for many advanced malignancies. Immune checkpoint inhibitors are monoclonal antibodies that block the inhibitory action of T cell molecules, such as programmed death receptor–1 (PD-1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte–associated protein 4 (CTLA-4), to allow T cells to recognize and destroy cancer cells. A number of these inhibitory monoclonal antibodies have gained approval by the FDA for the treatment of many different types of cancers, including melanoma, non–small cell lung cancer, renal cancer, lymphoma, and a subset of colon cancer, namely mismatch repair–deficient colon cancer. These checkpoint inhibitors have shown evidence of prolonged survival, and even cures, for some of these advanced cancers, which previously had very poor prognoses. These approvals have established the fifth pillar of cancer therapeutics, joining surgery, cytotoxic chemotherapy, molecularly targeted therapy, and radiation therapy. For their biologic basis, these discoveries rely on the premise that T cell function is tightly regulated by both stimulatory and inhibitory checkpoints, a balance that strives to maintain self-tolerance and prevent autoimmunity. MHC molecules located on antigen-presenting cells, such [...]
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J. Allison of the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center and Tsu-ko Honjo of Kyoto University were jointly awarded the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their pioneering discoveries that led to the development of immune checkpoint inhibitors, a class of drugs that have transformed the standard of care for many advanced malignancies. Immune checkpoint inhibitors are monoclonal antibodies that block the inhibitory action of T cell molecules, such as programmed death receptor-1 (PD-1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte–associated protein 4 (CTLA-4), to allow T cells to recognize and destroy cancer cells. A number of these inhibitory monoclonal antibodies have gained approval by the FDA for the treatment of many different types of cancers, including melanoma, non–small cell lung cancer, renal cancer, lymphoma, and a subset of colon cancer, namely mismatch repair–deficient colon cancer. These checkpoint inhibitors have shown evidence of prolonged survival, and even cures, for some of these advanced cancers, which previously had very poor prognoses. These approvals have established the fifth pillar of cancer therapeutics, joining surgery, cytotoxic chemotherapy, molecularly targeted therapy, and radiation therapy.

For their biologic basis, these discoveries rely on the premise that T cell function is tightly regulated by both stimulatory and inhibitory checkpoints, a balance that strives to maintain self-tolerance and prevent autoimmunity. MHC molecules located on antigen-presenting cells, such as dendritic cells, present foreign tumor-specific antigens to T cells in the lymph nodes. T cell priming and activation occur when the MHC-peptide complex interacts with the T cell receptor (TCR), followed by the engagement of CD28 to B7.1 (CD80) or B7.2 (CD86) coreceptors. Effector T cells (Teffs) then traffic to and interact with tumor cells that present cognate antigens on MHC molecules, resulting in tumor cell lysis.

Allison studied CTLA-4, the first immune checkpoint molecule exploited for a therapeutic advantage. CTLA-4 and its ligands B7.1 and B7.2 on antigen-presenting cells were originally discovered in the 1980s. CTLA-4 was found to be present on activated Teffs as well as on immunosuppressive Tregs (1). Early landmark studies showed that TCR stimulation is regulated by CD28 costimulatory signals, as well as inhibitory signals derived from CTLA-4. Notably, Allison found that CTLA-4 competed with CD28 for the B7 receptor and thereby prevented CD4+ T cell activation (2). Given CTLA-4’s function as a negative regulator of T cell activation, Allison’s group came to the realization that blocking CTLA-4 with an antibody could release the brakes on T cell function. Many at the time were targeting CTLA-4 for the treatment of autoimmune diseases, but in 1996, Allison’s group published a seminal paper showing that an antagonist monoclonal antibody to CTLA-4 triggered antitumor immunity and resulted in the rejection of tumors in mice (3). Less than a decade later, the group reported the first human data documenting a robust antitumor response and clinical regression with an anti–CTLA-4 antibody in patients with advanced melanoma and ovarian cancer who had previously received a cancer vaccine (4). This study was followed by larger clinical trials that demonstrated clear overall survival benefits, culminating ultimately in 2011 in the approval of ipilimumab (Yervoy) for metastatic melanoma (5). The drug later gained FDA approval for adjuvant use in high-risk melanoma. As the initial immune checkpoint inhibitor to be approved, ipilimumab represents the first success story of the immune system being harnessed pharmacologically to a therapeutic advantage in cancer patients.

Meanwhile, in the early 1990s, while looking for genes that were involved in normal programmed cell death, Honjo and colleagues in Japan discovered a second immune checkpoint, PD-1 (6). Studies using subtractive hybridization showed that PD-1 was expressed only on immune cells and that disruption of the Pd1 gene in mice caused a lupus-like autoimmune syndrome. The findings collectively suggested that PD-1 was a negative regulator of immune responses (7). However, the precise mechanism for PD-1 regulation remained unknown until circa 2000, when its ligands, PD-L1 and PD-L2, were discovered and shown to be inhibitory to T cell activation (8, 9). In parallel studies, PD-L1 was found to be upregulated on tumor cells, suggesting that the interruption of PD-1 and its ligand could unleash an antitumor response. Honjo, along with other groups, provided the first lines of unequivocal evidence that the inhibition of PD-1 or PDL-1 using specific antibodies led to a robust antitumor response (10). These breakthrough observations would later underscore the development of two antibodies to PD-1, pembrolizumab (Keytruda) and nivolumab (Opdivo), for cancer immunotherapy. Both antibodies were FDA approved for advanced melanoma in 2014, and a number of positive clinical trials subsequently led to their approval for non–small cell lung cancer, small cell lung cancer, renal cell carcinoma, Hodgkin lymphoma, squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, urothelial carcinoma, mismatch repair–deficient colorectal cancer, and hepatocellular carcinoma. In addition, in 2015, atezolizumab, an anti–PD-L1 antibody, was approved for the treatment of non–small cell lung and urothelial cancers.

Allison’s and Honjo’s discoveries of checkpoint molecules and their demonstration of the antitumor immunity of targeted antibodies have not only profoundly impacted the care of cancer patients, but also spurred a renewed interest in the way
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we think about cancer evasion and response. Importantly, efforts are currently being made to understand why some patients have a durable response (20%) while others ultimately relapse (80%). Multiple mechanisms of resistance in those patients who initially respond have been elucidated and include both immune (e.g., loss of HLA molecules leading to reduced antigen presentation and T cell exhaustion) and genetic (e.g., changes in the neoantigen landscape) mechanisms. There is also an ongoing interest in combining multiple checkpoint inhibitors to increase response rates. Given their non-overlapping mechanisms of action, the co-blockade of PD-1 and CTLA-4 was found to result in increased 3-year overall survival rates (58%) compared with, for example, PD-1 blockade alone (52%), albeit with greater immune-related adverse events (11). Of note, there are a number of other stimulatory and inhibitory checkpoints that are being targeted in combination with anti-PD-1 therapy to enhance clinical response.

Furthermore, there is a burgeoning interest in combining immune checkpoint inhibitors with other therapeutic agents, such as vaccines, chemotheraphy, and radiotherapy, in cancers that are insensitive to checkpoint inhibitors at baseline. Notably, checkpoint inhibitors have been most successful in the treatment of patients with cancers such as melanoma and smoking-associated non-small cell lung cancer that are inherently rich in infiltrating T cells and harbor a high number of somatic mutations. A subset of these somatic mutations express neoantigens, which are tumor-specific proteins produced during cancer progression and are recognized as foreign by the immune system. However, the majority of aggressive cancers (>70%), including pancreatic cancer and glioblastoma, do not respond at all to immune checkpoint therapy. These tumors typically have a low burden of mutations that express much fewer neoantigens and therefore fail to attract T cells into their immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment. Current studies are therefore focused on first using agents, such as vaccines, that may be capable of inducing T cells in the tumor and then adding in checkpoint inhibitors to optimize T cell function (12).

The idea of harnessing the immune system to fight cancer had been actively investigated since the early 1900s when William Cooley attempted to cure advanced sarcoma with heat-inactivated bacterial toxins. However, until these seminal discoveries by Allison and Honjo, there had been no clinical benefit with immunotherapy. Indeed, checkpoint inhibitors have dramatically changed the way certain tumor types, notably those with a high mutational burden, are treated. In fact, there seems to be a direct correlation between tumor mutational burden and response to checkpoint inhibitor therapy (13). Current work is focused on how to maintain durable responses as well as to sensitize those tumor types that are immune insensitive at baseline to checkpoint inhibitor therapy. Toward this goal, combining checkpoint inhibitors with other therapeutic modalities, such as those aimed at immunosuppressive cells in the tumor microenvironment, have shown promise in preclinical and early clinical studies.
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